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Computer networks have become increasingly popular 
over the last ten years. A simple low cost Mini Apple 
Network that uses Apple II plus computers and Apple's 
Parallel Interface Cards, is presented here. The Mini 
Apple Network is driven by PIC DRIVER, a software program 
that is able to transmit an Applesoft array variable from 
one computer to another. 
Three application programs are presented. A 
comparison is made of the the gain in execution time when 
one, two, and three computers are used to solve the same 
problem, namely Laplace's partial differential equation. 
An increase in gain was obtained when the number of 
computers was increased from one to three. This gain, 
however, was not ideal, due to the overhead associated with 
transmitting the data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Interest in computer networks has grown steadily over 
the last ten years (Bowen 1980). A computer network is a 
collection of computers, called hosts, that communicate 
with each other. The hosts may be large multi-user 
mainframes or small personal computers. Networks can be 
classified as local area networks or long-haul networks. 
Local area networks are generally confined to a single 
building where they can all be physically connected. Long 
haul networks, in contrast, typically connect hosts in 
different cities, using the public telephone network or 
satellites or both. 
Networks are almost always organized as a heirarchy of 
layers. Each layer performs a small set of closely related 
functions. The International Standardizations and 
Organization committee (ISO) has created a reference model 
with seven layers (Tanenbaum 1981). These layers consist 
of: the physical layer, the data link layer, the network 
layer, the transport layer, the session layer, the 
presentation layer, and the application layer. The ISO 
reference model can describe both local and long haul 
networks, however, it was designed with the latter in mind. 
The Mini Apple Network presented in this paper is a local 
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area network and as such contains only the physical layer, 
the data link layer, the network layer, and application 
layer. 
The physical layer is concerned with the transmission 
of a raw bit (or byte) stream. Here the decision, of how 
to represent the O's and the l's and how long they will be 
valid, is made. Whether the connection is serial or 
parallel, how many pins the network connector has, what 
each pin is used for, and other electrical, mechanical or 
procedural details must be considered when designing the 
physical layer. 
~ 
The data link layer converts an unreliable 
transmission channel into a reliable one for use by the 
network layer. The technique for doing so is to use 
handshaking between two devices trying to communicate. 
Handshaking allows the data to be transmitted with 
certainty. 
The network layer in a point to point network is 
primarily concerned with routing, and the effects of poor 
routing, namely congestion. In the Mini Apple Network, 
routing is done by specifying a slot number that an Apple 
Parallel Interface Card is in. The data is then routed 
through the card. 
The content of the application layer is left up to the 
specific user. In this report the application layer 
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consist of the numerical solution to Laplace's partial 
differential equation. 
The ISO reference model says nothing about how the 
layers are to be implemented. A possible c~nf iguration has 
the physical layer in hardware, the data link layer in a 
special protocol chip, the network layer in a device 
driver, and the application layer as the user's program. 
In the Mini Apple Network the physical layer and the data 
link layer are in the hardware of the Apple Parallel 
Interface Card CPIC}. The application layer and the 
network layer are in the user's program. The application 
layer is the numerical solution to Laplace's partial 
differential equation. The network layer is the user's 
choice of slot number for each PIC. 
These four layers comprise the Mini Apple Network. 
The remaining portion of this paper describes the overall 
view of the Mini Apple Network, the mechanics of the PIC 
DRIVER software Ca program that controls the PIC}, and the 
application programs. Finally, conclusions will be drawn 
and recommendations be made concerning future use of the 
Mini A'pple Network. 
II. MINI APPLE NETWORK 
The Mini Apple Network contains several components, 
both hardware and software. The hardware consists of two 
or more Apple II plus personal computers, at least one 
Apple Parallel Interface Card per computer, and custom 
connector cables. The software includes the PIC DRIVER and 
application programs. The PIC DRIVER does the actual data 
transmission. 
To construct the physical network the PICs are placed 
in any valid backplane slot <numbers one through seven) in 
the Apple computer. On the PIC there are seven dip 
switches that must be set. Switches one through three 
control the strobe length of the PIC. They should all be 
set to on, giving a strobe length of fifteen milliseconds. 
The remaining switches (four through seven) should be set 
the same on each PIC in each computer. In the Mini Apple 
Network these switches are set to their off position (Apple 
Parallel Interface Card Installation and Operating Manual 
1981). 
The custom cables consist of two standard twenty-five 
pin CDB-25) male connectors with special pin connections 
between them. Some connections between the connectors are 
crossed and some are straight through. Given two male 
connectors A and B, crossing pins one and five means that 
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pin one on A is connected to pin five on B, and pin one on 
B is connected to pin five on A. A straight through 
connection of pin two implies that pin two of A is 
connected to pin two of B. 
The pin pairs that must be crossed are: one and five, 
three and eight, fourteen and twenty-three, fifteen and 
sixteen, six and seven, thirteen and eighteen, eleven and 
nineteen, twelve and twenty-one, and twenty-two and twenty-
five. The pins that are connected straight through are: 
two, four, twenty, and twenty-four. Pins seven, nine and 
ten are not used in the cable. The reason for crossing 
some connections is that the data out on one PIC becomes 
data in on the PIC at the other end of the cable. The 
straight through connections are ground lines. Once the 
cables are in hand the Mini Apple Network can be set up and 
exercised. 
Two Apple computers can be connected by placing a PIC 
in each computer and connecting the PICs with one custom 
cable. When the cable is in place, each computer should be 
loaded with the PIC DRIVER software. This is done by the 
"HELLO" program on an Apple disk. The first two lines of 
the •aELLO" program should be, 
1 HIMEM: 37922 
2 PRINT CHR$(4);•BLOAD PIC DRIVER• -
Line one moves the high memory pointer down in memory by 
the length of the PIC DRIVER code. Line two then loads the 
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binary file •pIC DRIVER• from disk to memory. Of course, 
the binary file •pic DRIVER" must reside on the disk. To 
create the binary file •pic DRIVER" the source code in 
appendix A should be assembled by the s-c MACRO ASSEMBLER 
(Sander-Cederlof 1982). Once this procedure is complete 
the computers will be configured to communicate as 





SLOTS 111 fl I 
APPLE i2 
APPLE i3 
Figure 1. Physical Configurations 
III. PIC DRIVER 
The purpose of the PIC DRIVER software is to 
facilitate the transfer of data between two Apple 
computers. This data is transferred in the form of an 
array. This array is stored in the Applesoft array 
variable SA(). Notice that this array is a real type 
variable. The array can be dimensioned as the user 
requires, as long as it is a legal Applesoft Basic 
dimension. Some legal dimension statements are: DIM SACO), 
DIM SAC8,8), and DIM SACl,3,5). In order to accomplish the 
transfer of the array, the PIC DRIVER uses several 
subroutines. The subroutines are FIND, SAVE, PUT/GET, LOW 
LEVEL SEND, and LOW LEVEL RECV. 
The PIC DRIVER differentiates whether the array is 
being transmitted or received, by the entry point at which 
it is called. To transmit the array the command is, CALL 
38296. To receive the array the command is, CALL 38300. 
The first thing that the PIC DRIVER does is to define a 
range of Apple memory to search for the Applesoft variable 
SL% Can integer type). Before the call statement is 
executed, SL% should be defined as the slot number of the 
PIC. If the variable SL% is not found, then the error 
message, "SL% NOT DEFINED", will be printed on the screen. 
When SL% is found, then the SAVE subroutine is called to 
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store the slot number times sixteen into the one byte 
pointer SLOT. Only the lower three bits of SL% are used. 
The rest are zeroed. If SL% contained the value 
fourty-five before the PIC DRIVER was called, it would 
contain the value five on completion of the SAVE 
subroutine. 
Next, the PIC DRIVER will define another range of 
Apple memory to search. This time the FIND subroutine will 
search for the array variable SA(). If the variable SA() 
is not found the error message, "SA() NOT DIMENSIONED", 
will be printed on the screen. When found, the PIC DRIVER 
will know where in Apple memory the array SAC) is located. 
After SA() has been found, the PIC DRIVER will call the 
subroutine PUT/GET. 
When transmitting, the PUT/GET subroutine will 
transmit the array SAC) through the PIC. When receiving, 
the PUT/GET subroutine will accept data through the PIC and 
store it in the array SAC). The array SAC) must be 
dimensioned the same on both computers. If the size of the 
arrays on the two computers do not match then the error 
message, "ARRAYS NOT MATCHED•, will be printed on the 
receiver's screen. Thus, the array SA() can be sent from 
one computer to another. 
The LOW LEVEL SEND and LOW LEVEL RECV subroutines are 
the heart of the PIC DRIVER. They allow one byte of data 
at a time to be sent through the PICs. Both subroutines 
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are called by the PUT/GET subroutine. These subroutines 
communicate using output handshaking (Leventhal 1979). 
Output handshaking is where the receiver sends a query 
strobe to the sender. If the sender has data it will 
respond will a data ready strobe. If the query strobe is 
not acknowledged by the sender in a limited amount of time 
the receiver will repeat with another query strobe. The 
query strobe will be sent indefinitely if no data ready 
strobe is seen. Figure 2 shows the connections between two 
computers. The amount of time it takes for the PIC to send 
the query strobe, check for a return data ready strobe and 
prepare to send the next query strobe governs the length of 
the strobe. This is why the PIC hardware must have the 
first three dip switches on. This provides for a strobe 
length of fifteen milliseconds. A strobe length of less 
will provide an unreliable channel. If the sender is ready 
before the receiver is, then it will wait in a loop until a 
query strobe is received. 
QUERY STROBE LINE 
DATA LINES 
DATA READY LINE 
Figure 2. Output Handshaking Connections 
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The PIC DRIVER is a machine language subroutine called 
from Applesoft Basic. First, the PIC DRIVER is installed 
in Apple memory. This is accomplished by loading the 
binary file •pre DRIVER" from a disk. The file "PIC 
DRIVER" can be created by assembling the source code in 
appendix A with the s-c MACRO ASSEMBLER (Sander-Cederlof 
1982). Invoking the PIC DRIVER is done with a CALL 
statement Csee Figure 3). The entry points to send and 
receive the array SA() are 38296 and 38300, respectively. 
Before calling the PIC DRIVER the variable SL% must be 
defined as the slot that the PIC resides in. 
SAMPLE PROGRAM A SAMPLE PROGRAM B 
10 DIM SA ( 8) 10 DIM SA(8) 
20 SL%=5 20 SL%=7 
30 FOR I = 1 TO 8 30 CALL 38300 
40 SA (I) = I 40 FOR I =· i · TO 8 
50 NEXT I 50 PRINT SA(!) 
60 CALL 38296 60 NEXT I 
70 END 70 END 
Figure 3. Sample Programs 
Sample program A equates eight elements of array SAC!) 
to I, for I equal to one to eight. It then transmits the 
array through the PIC in slot five to the PIC in slot seven 
on another computer running sample program B. In sample 
program B the array SAC) is received through the PIC in 
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slot seven then its elements are printed on the screen. 
This is how the array SAC) is transmitted from one computer 
to another using the PIC DRIVER software. 
IV. APPLICATION PROGRAMS 
In this report Laplace's partial differential equation 
is used as the application program. Laplace's equation was 
chosen because of the iterative nature of its numerical 
solution (the finite differences method) and it is 
partitionable to several computers. The solution found is 
not analysed because the gain found by using the Mini Apple 
Network is more important in this project. 
The problem can be solved by setting up an array of 
elements. This report uses a fifty by fifty element array 
called UC). The outer edges, known as the boundaries, are 
constant. In the three application programs used here, 
each has the same boundary conditions. The first and 
fiftieth column are set to zero, as is the fiftieth row. 
The first row is equated to one hundred. The array is 
represented by the Applesoft variable UCS0,50). The first 
subscript represents the row number, while the second 
subscript represents the column number. The solution is 
found iteratively using the relation that each element is 
the arithematic mean of the values of its four adjacent 
neighbors. In Applesoft Basic, this is coded as, 
U(I,J)=(U(I-1,J)+U(I+l,J)+U(I,J-l)+U(I,J+l))/4. One 
iteration is complete when all non-boundary elements have 
been calculated. The Gauss-Seidle method (using the latest 
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available values for the neighbors) is used. Each computer 
runs its own fixed continous subset of the array UC). 
Twenty iterations is used as the standard for comparison. 
Three application programs are listed in appendixes B, 
C, and D. The first, called "DE.SI.BAS", is designed to 
run on one computer. Therefore, the subset of the array 
UC) that it iterates is the entire array UC). The second, 
called "DE.S2.BAS", is partitioned to two computers. 
The partition occurs between columns twenty-five and 
twenty-six. When the computer running subset one (machine 
one) gets to column twenty-five it must know the value of 
the element in column twenty-six of the same row. Since 
column twenty-six is in another computer running subset 
two (machine two), its value is made known to machine one 
through the network. A similiar situation occurs when 
machine two starts on column twenty-six. It needs the 
value of the element in column twenty-five of the same row. 
This value is passed from machine one to machine two 
through the network. 
The third application program, called "DE.SJ.BAS", is 
partitioned to three computers. Two partitions divide the 
array UC) into three subsets, one per computer. Partition 
one separates machine one and machine two at columns 
seventeen and eighteen. Partition two separates machine 
two and three at columns thirty-two and thirty-three. 
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Elements need to be passed through the Mini Apple Network 
at both of these partitions in the same manner as described 
above. 
When running the single computer application, the 
first prompt will be, "P(UT G(ET CCOMPUTE !(NIT ?•. The 
response is a single letter, •p•, "G•, nc•, or "I". Put 
and get are disk operations that will save or load the 
defined subset of the array U() to or from disk. Compute 
will execute twenty iterations on the predefined subset of 
the array. The computer will "beep" at the start of 
iterating and again when computing is complete. The "beep" 
makes it easy to time the iterations. Init will initialize 
the array to all zeroes and set boundary conditions. 
The •nE.S2.BAS" application program prompts the user 
for a machine number. The response should be "l", to 
indicate machine one, or "2", to indicate machine two. The 
user is then prompted for a PIC slot, to which the response 
is the slot number that the PIC resides, in that computer. 
The third prompt is •p(UT G(ET C(OMPUTE !(NIT ?a. The 
response here is the same as in the single computer 
application program. 
The prompts for •nE.S3.BAS" are similiar to the 
prompts for •nE.S2.BAs•. The first prompt asks for a 
machine number, to which the user should reply •1•, "2", or 
"3". Since the program partitions the array to three 
computers the response corresponds to machine number. The 
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second prompt depends on the machine number. For machine 
number one, or three, the prompt is •pre SLOT ?", to which 
the user should answer as above. For machine two the 
prompt is "PIC SLOT TO MACHINE 1 Since machine two 
must communicate to two computers there are two PICs in 
machine two. This program assumes that they are in slot 
five or seven, so that if the response is "5" then the PIC 
connected to machine one will be in slot five and the PIC 
connected to machine three will be assumed to be in slot 
seven, and vice versa. The last prompt is "PCUT GCET 
CCOMPUTE !(NIT ?•, which is answered as above. 
Each program was run three times {option CCOMPUTE) and 
the results are shown in Table 1. Notice the decrease in 
execution time as the number of computers in the network 
increased. The actual gain is not the same as the ideal 
gain because because of overhead associated with the PIC 
DRIVER and the necessity of specifying slot numbers in the 
application programs. 
TABLE 1. TIME AND GAIN RESULTS 
PROGRAM TIME {SECONDS) GAIN 
RUN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3 AVE. REAL IDEAL 
DE.SI.BAS 2016.2 2014.9 2014.5 2015.2 l 1 
DE.S2.BAS 1161.0 1160.l 1160.0 1160.4 1.74 2 
DE.SJ.BAS 854.2 854.3 854.2 854.2 2.36 3 
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The overhead in the PIC DRIVER is the result of 
searching for the variables SL% and SAC) each time the PIC 
DRIVER is called. In a computer that communicates with 
more than one other computer, the need to change slot 
numbers in the application program is unavoidable. This 
contributes to the overhead. Figure 4 shows a graph of 
gain versus number of computers. The area between the 










0 1 2 3 
NUMBER OF COMPUTERS 
Figure 4. Gain Versus Number of Computers 
V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Networking on Apple II plus computers can be done 
relatively easily and economically. The PIC DRIVER shown 
in this report represents a method for transferring data 
between two computers. The PICs cost approximately one 
hundred sixty dollars. Discount firms have been known to 
sell for even less. The custom cables can be made by a 
technician or hobbyist. If the user application is 
partitionable and requires much computation, then 
networking and the Mini Apple Network should be considered 
as a possible solution. 
The PIC DRIVER offered here may be able to serve as a 
tool in the teaching of a networking class or lab. 
Certainly, expansion of the PIC DRIVER into a full scale 
multi-computer operating system is a promising project. 
The LOW LEVEL SEND and RECV subroutines of the PIC DRIVER 
can also be used in certain specific applications. For 
example, it would be wasteful to encode characters into the 
array SA(} and then decode the array into characters on 
another computer. It would be much more faster and 
efficient to send the characters in a string variable. 
This can be done by modifying the FIND and PUT/GET 
subroutines of the PIC DRIVER. The field of networking can 
18 
only get more exciting in the future and this report can 
serve as the basis of greater things to come in the area of 
networking Apple computers. 
APPENDIX A 
















942B- It3 CC A5 
942E- AO CE CF 
9431- [14 AO C4 
9434- C5 C6 C9 





.TF PIC DRIVER 
1030 *------VARIABLES ----------------
1040 * 






























• Ell SECOND 
.BS 1 










• EQ $C08'+ 
1330 * ERROR MESSAGES: 
1340 * 
943A- 07 1350 SLND .AT -/SLX NOT DEFINED/ 
943B- [13 C1 AB 
943E- A9 AO CE 
9441- CF [14 AO 
9444- C4 C9 CD 
9447- C5 CE D3 
944A- C9 CF CE 
944D- C5 C4 07 
9450- Cl [12 D2 
9453- C1 [19 D3 
9456- AO CE CF 
9459- [14 AO CD 
945C- Cl [14 C3 
945F- ca C5 C4 
9462- 07 
20 
1360 SAND • AT -/SA< ) NOT DIMENSIONED/ 
ARMI 
* 
.AT -/ARRAYS NOT MATCHED/ 





















1500 .MA PNTR 
1510 LDA ttJ1 
1520 STA J2 
1530 LDA /Jl 






































9463- A5 CA 
9465- CD 23 94 
9468- AS CB 

























* ------>CMPD P1,P2 



















1950 * ROUTINE TO FIND THE MEMORY LOC-
1960 * ATION OF THE BASIC VARIABLES 






















CURRENT AND LIMIT DEFINE THE 
RANGE OF MEMORY TO SEARCH. 
FIRST DEFINES WHICH VAR TO 
FIND <SL/. OR SA< > >. 
W.ADDR DEFINES WHICH ERROR 
MESSSAGE TO USE. 
OFFSET DEFINES AMOUNT TO ADD 
TO CURRENT WHEN SKIPPING TO 
NEXT VAR TO CHECK. 
ON EXIT: 
(NORMAL) 
CURRENT DEFINES BEGINNING 
LOCATION OF FOUND VAR. 
Y CONTAINS 1*$01 
<ABNORMAL> 













946D- 90 03 2200 BCC .1 
946F- 4C 75 95 2210 JMF' WRIT NO! 
9472- AO 00 2220 .1 LIIY ttO 
9474- Bl CA 2230 LDA < CURRENT ) , Y 
9476- ca 2240 INY 
9477- CD 27 94 2250 CMF' FIRST 
947A- DO 08 2260 BNE .2 
947C- Bl CA 2270 LDA ( CURRENT >, Y 
947E- CD 28 94 2280 CMF' SECOND 
9481- DO 01 2290 BNE .2 
9483- 60 2300 RTS YES! 
9484- AD 28 94 2310 .2 LDA SAOFF 
9487- 30 oc 2320 BMI .4 WHICH VAR? 
9489- ca 2330 INY SL7. 
948A- Bl CA 2340 LDA (CURRENT>, Y 
948C- SD 25 94 2350 STA OFFSET 
948F- ca 2360 INY 
9490- B1 CA 2370 LDA CCURRENT>,Y 
9492- 8D 26 94 2380 STA OFFSET+1 
9495- 2390 .4 >ADDD OFFSET,CURRENT SAC > 
9495- 1a 0000> CLC 
9496- AD 25 94 0000> LDA OFFSET 
9499- 65 CA 0000> ADC CURRENT 
949B- 85 CA 0000) STA CURRENT 
949D- AD 26 94 0000) LDA OFFSET+1 
94AO- 65 CB 0000) ADC CURRENT+l 
94A2- a5 CB 0000> STA CURRENT+1 
94A4- 2400 >BRA .3 ANOTHER CHECK 
94A4- BB 0000> CLV 




2440 * ROUTINE TO STORE SL7. IN SLOT 2450 * 
2460 * ON ENTRY: 2470 * CURRENT DEFINES BEGINNING LDC-2480 * ATION OF FOUND VARIABLE. 
2490 * 2500 * ON EXIT: 2510 * SLOT CONTAINS 16*BL7. 2520 * 2530 SAVE 
94A7- A9 00 2540 LDA MO 
94A9- AO 02 2550 LDY tt2 
94AB- 91 CA 2560 STA < CURRENT ) , Y MASK ALL 
94AD- ca 2570 INY BUT LOWER 
94AE- Bl CA 25aO , LDA < CURRENT >, Y THREE BITS 
9.t+BO- 29 07 2590 AND tt$7 IN SL7.. 
94B2- 91 CA 2600 STA <CURRENT>,Y 
23 
94B4- 18 2610 CLC 
94B5- 2A 2620 ROL MULT SL'.Y. BY 
94B6- 2A 2630 ROL SIXTEEN. 
94B7- 2A 2640 ROL 
94B8- 2A 2650 ROL 
94B9- SD 29 94 2660 STA SLOT 
94BC- 60 2670 RTS 
2680 * 2690 *------PUT/GET ------------------
2700 * 
2710 * ROUTINE TO SEND OR RECEIVE THE 2720 * ARRAY SA< ) THROUGH THE F'IC. 2730 * 
2740 * ON ENTRY: 2750 * CURRENT DEFINES BEG OF SA< > 
2760 * 2770 * ON EXIT: 
2780 * TRANSFER COMPLETE ! ! ! 2790 * 2800 PUT.GET 
94BD- 2810 >MOVD CURRENT,LIMIT 
94BD- A5 CA 0000) LDA CURRENT 
94BF- BD 23 94 0000> STA LIMIT 
94C2- A5 CB 0000) LDA CURRENT+l 
94C4- 8D 24 94 0000) STA LIMIT+1 
94C7- 2820 >INCD CURRENT 
94C7- E6 CA 0000) INC CURRENT 
94C9- DO 02 0000) BNE : 1 
94CB- E6 CB 0000) INC CURRENT+1 
0000) : 1 
94CD- 2830 >INCD CURRENT 
94CD- E6 CA 0000> INC CURRENT 
94CF- [10 02 0000) BNE :1 
94D1- E6 CB 0000) ·INC CURRENT+l 
0000> : 1 
94D3- AO 00 2840 LDY tto 
94D5- B1 CA 2850 LDA < CURRENT ) , Y 
94D7- SD 25 94 2860 STA OFFSET 
94DA- AE 2A 94 2870 LDX WAY WHICH WAY? 
94DD- 30 06 2880 BMI .11 
94I•F- 20 51 95 2890 JSR SEND PUT! 
94E2- 2900 >BRA .21 
94E2- BB 0000) CLV 
94E3- 50 13 0000> BVC .21 
94E5- 20 64 95 2910 .11 JSR RECV GET! 
94E8- CD 25 94 2920 CMF' OFFSET 
94EB- FO OB 2930 BEQ .21 
94ED- 2940 .4 >PNTR ARMI,W.ADDR 
94ED- A9 50 0000> LDA ttARMI 
94EF- 85 cc 0000) STA W.ADDR 
24 
94F1- A9 94 0000> LDA /ARMI 
94F3- S5 CD 0000) STA W.ADDR+l 
94F5- 4C 75 95 2950 JMP WRIT ARRAY MISMATCH 
94F8- 2960 .21 >INCD CURRENT 
94FS- E6 CA 0000> INC CURRENT 
94FA- DO 02 0000) BNE : 1 
94FC- E6 CB 0000> INC CURRENT+1 
0000) :1 
94FE- B1 CA 2970 LDA <CURRENT>, Y 
9500- SD 26 94 2980 STA OFFSET+l 
9503- AE 2A 94 2990 LDX WAY WHICH WAY? 
9506- 30 06 3000 BMI .31 
9508- 20 51 95 3010 JSR SEND PUT! 
950B- 3020 >BRA .41 
950B- BS 0000> CLV 
950C- 50 08 0000> BVC .41 
950E- 20 64 95 3030 .31 JSR RECV GET! 
9511- CD 26 94 3040 CMP OFFSET+! 
9514- [10 [17 3050 BNE .4 ARRAY MISMATCH 
9516- 3060 .41 >ADDD OFFSET,LIMIT 
9516- 18 0000> CLC 
9517- Aii 25 94 0000> LDA OFFSET 
951A- 6D 23 94 0000} ADC LIMIT 
951D- SD 23 94 0000) STA LIMIT 
9520- AD 26 94 0000} LDA OFFSET+1 
9523- 6D 24 94 0000> ADC LIMIT+l 
9526- 8[1 24 94 0000) STA LIMIT+1 
9529- 3070 • 1 >INCD CURRENT 
9529- E6 CA 0000} INC CURRENT 
952B- DO 02 0000) BNE : 1 
952D- E6 CB 0000} INC CURRENT+l 
0000) :1 
952F- 3080 >CMPD CURRENT,LIMIT DONE? 
952F- A5 CA 0000) LDA CURRENT 
9531- CD 23 94 0000) CMf' LIMIT 
9534- A5 CB 0000} LDA CURRENT+l 
9536- ED 24 94 0000) SBC LIMIT+1 
9539- BO 15 3090 BCS .2 
953B- AE 2A 94 3100 LDX WAY NO, WHICH WAY? 
953E- 30 08 3110 BMI .51 
9540- Bl CA 3120 LDA <CURRENT>,Y PUT! 
9542- 20 51 95 3130 JSR SEND 
9545- 3140 >BRA .1 
9545- BS 0000) CLV 
9546- 50 El 0000> BVC .1 
9548- 20 64 95 3150 .51 JSR RECV GET! 
954B- 91 CA 3160 STA <CURRENT>,Y 
954[1- 3170 , >BRA • 1 
954[1- BS 0000> CLV 
954E- 50 [19 0000) BVC .1 
9550- 60 3180 .2 RTS 
25 
3190 * 3200 ------SEND <LOW LEVEL) -----------
3210 * 3220 SEND 
9551- 48 3230 F'HA SAVE BYTE TO SEND 
9552- AE 29 94 3240 LDX SLOT X=SLOTtt * 16 
9555- Bii 84 co 3250 .1 LDA LOOK.PIC,X LOOK FOR 
9558- 29 01 3260 AND tt$1 STROBE. 
955A- DO F9 3270 BNE .1 
955C- 68 3280 F'LA RESTORE BYTE 
955D- 9[1 80 co 3290 STA LOAD.PIC,X 
9560- 9[1 82 co 3300 STA STROBE.F'IC,X SEND DATA 
9563- 60 3310 RTS READY STROBE. 
3320 * 
3330 *------RECV <LOW LEVEL> ---------
33"+0 * 3350 RECV 
9564- AE 29 94 3360 LDX SLOT X=SLOTtt * 16 
9567- 9[1 82 co 3370 • 1 STA STROBE.PIC,X RECV READY 
956A- BD 84 co 3380 LDA LDOK.F'IC,X LOOK FOR 
956[1- 29 01 3390 AND tt$1 DATA READY 
956F- DO F6 3400 BNE • 1 SIGNAL. 
9571- BD 83 co 3410 LDA READ.PIC,X 




3460 * ROUTINE TO SEND STRING OF BYTES 
3470 * TO SCREEN. 3480 * 
3490 * ON ENTRY: 3500 * W.ADDR DEFINES BEG OF STRING 
3510 * 
3520 * ON EXIT: 3530 * ERROR HAS OCCURRED!! 3540 * 
3550 WRIT 
9575- AO 00 3560 LDY ttO 
9577- Bl cc 3570 .2 LDA < W. ADDR ) , Y 
9579- l, 0 06 3580 Bf'L .1 
957B- 20 ED FD 3590 JSR COUT1 
957E- ca 3600 INY 
957F- 10 F6 3610 BF'L .2 
9581- 09 80 3620 .1 ORA ff $80 
9583- 20 ED FD 3630 JSR COUT1 
9586- 20 62 FC 3640 JSR CR 
9589- 60 3650 RTS 
26 
3660 * 3670 *------MAIN -------------~-------
3680 * 3690 GOP UT 
958A- A9 00 3700 LDA lt$00 WAY=PUT 
958C- 10 02 3710 BPL GO 
3720 GOGET 
958E- A9 80 3730 LDA tt$80 WAY=GET 
9590- 8D 2A 94 3740 GO STA WAY 
9593- 3750 >MOVD $6B,LIMIT 
9593- A5 6B 0000) LDA $6B 
9595- 8D 23 94 0000) STA LIMIT 
9598- A5 6C 0000> LDA $6B+1 
959A- 8D 24 94 0000) STA LIMIT+! 
959D- 3760 >MOVD $69,CURRENT 
959[1- A5 69 0000) LDA $69 
959F- 85 CA 0000> STA CURRENT 
95A1- A5 6A 0000) LDA $69+1 
95A3- 85 CB 0000} STA CURRENT+1 
95A5- 3770 >PNTR $CCD3,FIRST 
95A5- A9 D3 0000> LDA M$CCD3 
95A7- en 27 94 0000> STA FIRST 
95AA- A9 cc 0000> LDA /$CCD3 
95AC- 8D 28 94 0000) STA FIRST+! 
95AF- 3780 >PNTR SLND,WaADDR 
95AF- A9 2B 0000) LDA ttSLND 
95B1- 85 cc 0000) STA W.ADDR 
95B3- A9 94 0000) LDA /SLND 
95B5- 85 CD 0000} STA W.ADDR+l. 
95B7- 3790 >PNTR $0007,0FFSET 
95B7- A9 07 0000> LDA 4*$0007 
95B9- 8D 25 94 0000) STA OFFSET 
95BC- A9 00 0000) LDA /$0007 
95BE- 8D 26 94 0000) STA OFFSET+! 
95C1- 20 63 94 3800 JSR FIND SL7. 
95C4- 20 A7 94 3810 JSR SAVE SLr.*16-->SLOT 
95C7- 3820 >MOVD $6D,LIMIT 
95C7- A5 6D 0000) LDA $6D 
95C9- BD 23 94 0000) STA LIMIT 
95CC- A5 6E 0000) LIIA $6D+1 
95CE- BD 24 94 0000) STA LIMIT+l 
95D1- 3830 >MOVD $6B,CURRENT 
95D1- A5 6B 0000) LDA $6B 
95[13- 85 CA 0000) STA CURRENT 
95D5- A5 6C 0000) LDA $6B+1 
95[17- 85 CB 0000) STA CURRENT+! 
95It9- 38'+0 >PNTR $4153,FIRST 
95[19- A9 53 0000) LDA lt$4153 
95DB- 8D 27 94 0000) STA FIRST 
95DE- A9 41 0000> LDA /$4153 
95EO- 8D 28 94 0000) STA FIRST+1 
95E3-
95E3- A9 3B 
95E5- 85 cc 
95E7- A9 94 
95E9- 85 CD 
95EB- 20 63 94 









3850 >PNTR SAND,W.ADDR 
0000) LDA ttSAND 
0000) STA W.ADDR 
0000) LDA /SAND 
0000) STA W.ADDR+1 
3860 JSR FIND 
3870 JSR PUT.GET 
3880 RTS 










.11=94E5, .04=94ED, .21=94F8, .31=950E 
















• 02=9577, • 01=9581 




LISTING OF PROGRAM DE.SI.BAS 
90 REM DE.Sl.BAS 
91 REM MENU PROGRAM ALLOWS FOUR OPTIONS: 
92 REM PUT -- SAVE ARRAY TO DISK 
93 REM GET -- LOAD ARRAY FROM DISK 
94 REM COMPUTE -- EXERCISE ARRAY 
95 REM INIT -- START PROGRAM OVER 
96 REM 
100 CLEAR 
105 GOSUB 3000: REM INIT 
110 HOME 
120 PRINT "f'( UT G< ET C< OMF'UTE I< NIT ? 11 ; 
130 GET CH$ 
140 PRINT 
145 IF CH$ = 11 0 11 THEN END 
150 . IF CH$ < > 11 P 11 THEN 180 
160 GOSUB 1000: REM PUT 
170 GOTO 110 
180 IF CH$ < > "G" THEN 210 
190 GOSUB 1500: REM GET 
200 GOTO 1:I.0 
210 IF CH$ < > 11 C11 THEN 240 
220 GOSUB 2000: REM COMPUTE 
230 GOTO 110 
240 IF CH$ < > 11 ! 11 THEN 110 
250 GOTO 100: REM INIT 
1000 REM 
1001 REM PUT SUBROUTINE SAVES ARRAY 
1002 REM TO DISK FILE --> Mff .Sff.FNAME 
1003 REM WHERE Mtt AND Stt DEFINE THE 
1004 REM MACHINE AND SYSTEM IN USE. 
1005 REM FNAME IS USER SUPPLIED. 
1006 REM 
1010 PRINT "LABEL: 11 ; 
1020 INPUT LA$ 
1030 NA$ = F$ + LA$ 
1040 PRINT "PUT DISK IN DRIVE 1 11 
1050 GOSUB 9000: REM WAIT 
1070 PRINT D$; 11 0f'EN ";NA$ 
1080 PRINT D$; 11 CLOSE ";NA$ 
1090 PRINT Il$; 11 0f'EN ";NA$ 


















































FOR I = R1 TO R2 












GET SUBROUTINE LOADS ARRAY 
FROM DISK FILE --> MM.SM.FNAME 
MM.SU.FNAME IS SAME AS IN PUT 
PRINT "LABEL: 11 ; 
INPUT LA$ 
NA$ = F$ + LA$ 
PRINT "PUT DISK IN DRIVE 1 11 
GOSUB 9000: REM WAIT 
PRINT D$; 11 0PEN ";NA$ 
PRINT D$; 11 READ ";NA$ 
FOR I = R1 TO R2 
FOR J = Cl TO C2 
INPUT UC I, J ) 
NEXT .J 
NEXT I 









TIONS ON THE ARRAY. 
CELL = AVERAGE OF ITS NEIGHBORS 
M$ = "COMPUTING" 
GOSUB 9040 
PRINT CHR$ (135) 
FOR II = 1 TO 20 
FOR I = R1 TO R2 
FOR J = Cl TO C2 
UC I, J > = 0. 25 * < UC I 




PRINT CHR$ (135) 
RETURN 
REM 







SET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. 
DEFINE THE PART OF THE ARRAY 
TO BE USED BY THIS PROGRAM. 
3010 M$ = "INITIALIZING" 
3015 GOSUB 9040 
3020 DIM SA<O>,U<50,50) 
3022 D$ = CHR$ <4> 
3030 FOR I = 1 TO 49 
3040 U<O,I) = 100 
3050 NEXT I 
3100 R1 = 1 
3105 R2 = 49 
3110 C1 = 1 
3115 C2 = 49 
3120 F$ = "M1.S1." 
3220 HOME 
3230 RETURN 
9000 REM WAIT UTILITY 
30 
9010 PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE" 
9020 GET CH$ 
9030 RETURN 
9040 REM FLASH MESSAGE UTILITY 
9050 HOME 
9060 FLASH 




LISTING OF PROGRAM DE.S2.BAS 
90 REM DE.S2.BAS 
91 REM MENU PROGRAM ALLOWS FOUR OPTIONS: 
92 REM PUT -- SAVE ARRAY TO DISK 
93 REM GET -- LOAD ARRAY FROM DISK 
94 REM COMPUTE -- EXERCISE ARRAY 
95 REM INIT -- INITIALIZE PROGRAM 
96 REM 
100 CLEAR 
105 GOSUB 3000: REM INIT 
110 HOME 
120 PRINT "P< UT G< ET C< OMPUTE I< NIT ? 11 ; 
130 GET CH$ 
140 PRINT 
145 IF CH$ = 11 Q 11 THEN END 
150 IF CH$ < > "F'" THEN 180 
160 GOSUB 1000: REM PUT 
170 GOTO 110 
180 IF CH$ < > 11 G11 THEN 210 
190 GOSUB 1500: REM GET 
200 GOTO 110 
210 IF CH$ < > "C" THEN 240 
212 IF MA = 1 THEN GOSUB 2000 
214 IF MA = 2 THEN GOSUB 2130 
230 GOTO 110 
240 IF CH$ < > 11 I 11 THEN 110 
250 GOTO 100: REM INIT 








PUT SUBROUTINE SAVES ARRAY 
TO DISK FILE --> MH.SH.FNAME 
WHERE MH AND SM DEFINE THE 
MACHINE AND SYSTEM IN USE. 
FNAME IS USER SUPPLIED. 
1010 PRINT "LABEL: 11 ; 
1020 INPUT LA$ 
1030 NA$ = F$ + LA$ 
1040 PRINT "F'UT DISK IN DRIVE 1" 
1050 GOSUB 9000: REM WA~T 


















































PRINT II$; "CLOSE 11 ; NA$ 
PRINT D$; 11 0PEN ";NA$ 
PRINT D$; 11 WRITE 11 ;NA$ 
FOR I = R1 TO R2 








REM GET SUBROUTINE LOADS ARRAY 
REM FROM DISK FILE --> Mtt.SM.FNAME 
REM Mff .Sff .FNAME IS SAME AS IN PUT 
REM 
PRINT "LABEL: II; 
INPUT LA$ 
NA$ = F$ + LA$ 
PRINT "PUT DISK IN DRIVE 1 11 
GOSUB 9000: REM WAIT 
PRINT D$; 11 0F'EN ";NA$ 
PRINT D$; 11 READ ";NA$ 
FOR I = Rl TO R2 








REM TIONS ON THE ARRAY. 
REM CELL=AVERAGE OF ITS NEIGHBORS 
REM COMPUTE: M1 
M$ = "COMPUTING" 
GOSUB 9040 
PRINT CHR$ <135) 
FOR II = 1 TO 20 
FOR I = Rl TO R2 
FOR J = Cl TO C2 
IF J = C2 THEN CALL RE:U<I,C2 + 1) = SA<O> 
U<I,J) = 0.25 * <U<I - 1,J) + U<I + 1,J) + U<I,J -
1 > + U< I, J + 1 > > 
NEXT J 


















REM COMPUTE M2 
M$ = "COMPUTING" 
GOSUB 9040 
PRINT CHR$ <135) 
FOR II = 1 TO 20 
FOR I = R1 TO R2 
SA< 0 > = U< I, C 1 ) 
CALL SE 
CALL RE 
U< I, C 1 - 1 > = SA< 0 ) 
FOR J = C1 TO C2 
U<I,J> = 0.25 * <U<I 




















SET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. 
DEFINE THE SECTION OF ARRAY 
TO BE USED BY THIS PROGRAM. 
3010 M$ = "INITIALIZING" 
3015 GOSUB 9040 
3020 DIM SA<O>,U<50,50) 
3022 D$ = CHR$ (4) 
3024 SE = 4096 * 9 + 256 * 5 + 16 * 9 + 8 
3026 RE = SE + 4 
3030 FOR I = 1 TO 49 
3040 UCO,I> = 100 
3050 NEXT I 
3060 HOME 
~5070 PRINT "MACHINE tt? < 1 OR 2 > 11 ; 
3080 GET CH$ 
3085 PRINT CH$ 
3090 IF CH$ < > 11 l11 THEN 31.40 
3095 MACHINE = 1 
3100 R1 = 1 
3105 R2 = 49 
3110 Cl = 1 
3115 C2 = 25 
3120 F$ = 11 M1.S2. 11 
3130 GOTO 3180 
3140 IF CH$ < > "2" THEN 3060 
3145 MACHINE = 2 
3150 R1 = 1 
3155 R2 = 49 
3160 Cl = 26 
3165 C2 = 49 
3170 F$ = "M2.S2." 
3180 HOME 
3190 PRINT "F'IC SLOT ? 11 ; 
3200 GET CH$ 
3205 PRINT CH$ 
34 
3210 IF CH$ < > 11 5 11 AND CH$ < > 11 7 11 THEN 3180 
3220 SL/.= VAL <CH$) 
3230 RETURN 
9000 REM WAIT <UTILITY> 
9010 PRINT 11 F'RESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE" 
9020 GET CH$ 
9030 RETURN 
9040 REM FLASH MESSAGE <UTILITY> 
9050 HOME 
9060 FLASH 














































LISTING OF PROGRAM DE.SJ.BAS 
DE.S3.BAS REM 







PUT -- SAVE ARRAY TO DISK 
GET -- LOAD ARRAY FROM DISK 
COMPUTE -- EXERCISE ARRAY 
INIT -- INITIALIZE PROGRAM 
GOSUB 3000: REM INIT 
HOME 
PRINT "P< UT G< ET C< OMF'UTE I< NIT ? 11 ; 
GET CH$ 
PRINT 
IF CH$ = "Q" THEN END 
IF CH$ < > 11 P 11 THEN 180 
GOSUB 1000: REM PUT 
GOTO 110 
IF CH$ < > "G" THEN 210 
GOSUB 1500: REM 
GOTO 110 
IF CH$ < > "C" 
IF MA = 1 THEN 
IF MA = 2 THEN 
IF MA = 3 THEN 
GOTO 110 
IF CH$ < > "I" 
















PUT SUBROUTINE SAVES ARRAY 
TO DISK FILE --> Mff.Sff .FNAME 
WHERE Mff AND ·sH DEFINE THE 
MACHINE AND SYSTEM IN USE. 
FNAME IS USER SUPPLIED. 
PRINT "LABEL: 11 ; 
INPUT LA$ 
NA$ = F$ + LA$ 
PRINT "PUT DISK IN DRIVE 1 11 
GOSUB 9000: REM WAIT 
PRINT Il$;"0PEN ";NA$ 


















































PRINT D$; 11 0F'EN 11 ;NA$ 
PRINT D$;"WRITE ";NA$ 
FOR I = R1 TO R2 
FOR J = Cl TO C2 
PRINT U< I, J > 
NEXT J 
NEXT I 




REM GET SUBROUTINE LOADS ARRAY 
REM FROM DISK FILE --> Mff .Sff .FNAME 
REM Mff .Sff .FNAME IS SAME AS IN PUT. 
REM 
PRINT "LABEL: 11 ; 
INPUT LA$ 
NA$ = F$ + LA$ 
PRINT "PUT DISK IN DRIVE 1 11 
GOSUB 9000: REM WAIT 
PRINT D$; 11 0F'EN 11 ;NA$ 
f'RINT D$;"READ ";NA$ 
FOR I = Rl TO R2 
FOR J = Cl TO C2 
INPUT UC I, J > 
NEXT J 
NEXT I 




REM TIONS ON THE ARRAY. 
REM CELL=AVERAGE OF ITS NEIGHBORS 
REM COMPUTE Mi 
M$ = "COMPUTING" 
GOSUB 9040 
PRINT CHR$ <135) 
SLX = INT < S1 > 
FOR II = 1 TO 20 
FOR I = Rl TO R2 
FOR J = Cl TO C2 
IF J = C2 THEN CALL RE:U<I,C2 + 1) =SACO> 
UCI,J> = 0.25 * <U<I - 1,J> + U<I + 1,J> + U<I,J -
1 > + U< I, J + 1 > > 
NEXT J 




PRINT CHR$ <135) 
RETURN 
37 
2130 REM COMPUTE M2 
2140 M$ = ••COMPUTING'' 
2150 GO SUB 9040 
2160 PRINT CHR$ ( 135) 
2170 FOR II = 1 TO 20 
2180 FOR I = R1 TO R2 
2185 SLX = INT ( S1 ) 
2187 SA< 0) -- U< I,C1 > 
2188 CALL SE 
2190 CALL RE 
2200 U< I, C 1 - 1 ) = SACO) 
2210 FOR J = Cl TO C2 
2215 IF J = C2 THEN SL/. = INT <S2): CALL RE:U<I,C2 + 
1 ) = SA< 0 > 
2220 UCI,J) = 0.25 * <U<I - 1,J> + U<I + 1,J> + U<I,J -
1 ) + U( I, J + 1 ) ) 
2230 NEXT J 
2232 SA<O> = U<I,C2> 
2236 CALL SE 
2240 NEXT I 
2250 NEXT II 
2260 PRINT CHRS <135) 
2270 RETURN 


























M$ = "COMPUTING" 
GOSUB 9040 
PRINT CHR$ <135) 
SL/.= INT (81) 
FOR II = 1 TO 20 
FOR I = R1 TO R2 
SA< 0 ) = UC I, C 1 ) 
CALL SE 
CALL RE 
U< I, C 1 - 1 > == SA< 0 > 
FOR J = Cl TO C2 
U( I, J ) = 0. 25 * < UC I - 1, J ) + U< I + 1, J ) + U< I, J -




PRINT CHR$ C135) 
RETURN 
REM 
REM INITIALIZE PROGRAM 
REM SET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. 
REM DEFINE THE SECTION OF ARRAY 
REM TO BE USED BY THIS PROGRAM. 




3022 D$ = CHR$ (4) 
3024 SE = 4096 * 9 + 256 * 5 + 16 * 9 + 8 
3026 RE = SE + 4 
3030 . FOR I = 1 TO 49 
3040 U<O,I> = 100 
3050 NEXT I 
3060 HOME 
3070 PRINT "MACHINE tt? <1 OR 2 OR 3>? 11 ; 
3080 GET CH$ 
3085 PRINT CH$ 
3086 MACHINE= VAL <CH$) 
3090 IF MACHINE < > 1 THEN 3170 
3110 Rl = 1 
3120 R2 = 49 
3130 C1 = 1 
3140 C2 = 17 
3150 F$ = "M1.S3. 11 
3160 GOTO 3290 
3170 IF MACHINE < > 2 THEN 3240 
3180 R1 = 1 
3190 R2 = 49 
3200 C1 = 18 
3210 C2 = 33 
3220 F$ = "M2.S3." 
3230 GOTO 3360 
3240 IF MACHINE < > 3 THEN 3060 
3250 Rl = 1 
3260 R2 = 49 
3270 Cl = 34 
3280 C2 = 49 
F$ = 11 M3.S3. 11 
HOME 
f'RINT 11 f'IC SLOT 
GET CH$ 
PRINT CH$ 




















S1 = VAL (CH$> 
S2 = S1 
GOTO 3440 
HOME 
PRINT "PIC SLOT 
GET CH$ 
PRINT CH$ 
IF CH$ < > "5" 
Sl = VAL <CH$) 
IF 81 _ .. c:· THEN ~ 
IF Sl = 7 THEN 
RETURN 
TO MACHINE 1 ? II• . , 
AND CH$ < > 11711 THEN 3360 
82 = 7 
82 = 5 
39 
9000 REM WAIT <UTILITY> 
9010 F'RINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE" 
9020 GET CH$ 
9030 RETURN 
9040 REM FLASH MESSAGE <UTILITY> 
9050 HOME 
9060 FLASH 
9070 PRINT M$ 
9080 NORMAL 
9090 RETURN 
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